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ABSTRACT
Rotor blade aerodynamlc damping Is experimentally determlned
In a three-stage transonlc axial flow compressor having deslgn
aerodynamic performance goals of 4.5:1 pressure ratlo and 65.5 Ibm/
sec weight flow. The combined damping associated wlth each mode Is
determined by a least squares flt of a slngle degree of freedom
system transfer function to the nonscynchronous portlon of the
rotor blade strain gage output power spectra. The combined damping
conslsts of the aerodynamic damping and the structural and
mechanical damplng. [he aerodynamic damplng varies llnearly wlth
the Inlet total pressure for a glven equivalent speed, equlvalent
mass flow and pressure ratio whlle the structural and mechanlcal
damplng Is assumed to be constant. The combined damplng is
determined at three Inlet total pressure levels to obtain the
aerodynamic damping. The third stage rotor blade aerodynamic
damplng Is presented and discussed for 70, 80, 90, and lO0 percent
deslgn equlvalent speed. The compressor overall performance and
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area, also rotatlng data system galn
dlstance of elastlc axls rearward of center of gravlty of
typical sect|on
resolutlon bandwldth
half power point bandwldth
sem|chord
Theodorsen's funct|on
damping coefficient, also constant
speclfIc heat at constant pressure
Young's Modulus
normallzed power spectrum blas error
normallzed power spectrum random error
force
real part Theodorsen's function
frequency
undamped natural frequency
gage factor
power spectrum of Input x
power spectrum of output y
Imaglnary part of Theodorsen's functlon
conversion constant 32.17 Ibm ft/Ibf sec
total enthalpy, also frequency response functlon
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index
spring constant, also reduced frequency
unsteady llft
M moment, also unsteady aerodynamlc moment, Mach number
m section mass per unlt width
mass flow rate
N rotatlve speed, percent of 16,042 deslgr, rpm
n total number
P total pressure, also bending excitation
static pressure
torsion excltatlon moment
q dynamic pressure
R
r
electrlc resistance, also gas constant for air
error In least squares procedure
dlsplacement vector from elastlc axls to center of gravity
Fcg
T
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dlspiacement of center of gravlty
total temperature
time, also static temperature
fluid veIoclty relative to blade or sectlon
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ratlo of specific heats
recovery-correctlon factor
ratlo of Inlet total pressure to standard pressure of
14.7 psla
strain
damping ratio
adiabatic efficiency
ratio of Inlet total temperature to standard temperature of
518.7 R
mass ratlo
density
non-dlmenslonal tlme
Hagner's function
radlan frequency
undamped natural Frequency In bending
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INTRODUCTION
Successful turbomachlnery deslgn requires meetlng aero-
mechanical as well as aerodynamic performance goals. Flutter and
forced response vlbrattons can exceed blade fatlgu_ strengths and
significantly reduce useful blade llfe. The prediction of flutter
and forced response behavlor requires knowledge of both the blade
structural response and unsteady aerodynamic loadlng. Structural
dynamics analyses []] used to predict turbomachlnery bladlng
structural response provide useful frequency and mode shape
predictions as well as the statlc stress levels. Current first
principles unsteady aerodynamlc ana]ysls [2] allow the predlctlon
of certain flutter modes. However; at present the amplitude of the
Forced response can not be predicted using unsteady aerodynamic
analysis alone.
TyplcalIy Forced response vibrations are predicted wlth a
Campbell dlagv'am which Identlfles the Intersectlons of blade
natural frequencies and engine order excitatlons. Figure I shows
the Campbell diagram For the thlrd-stage compressor rotor blade
examined herein. Shown on the dlagram are the First bending, first
torslon, and second bendlng modes of the compressor blade vlbratlon
for the range of compressor operatlng speeds. The diagram
Identlfles the speed at which each blade mode coincides wlth englne
order exc1tatlons, but does not glve Information about vlbratlon
]eveTs. As can be seen In the Campbell diagram It Is not usuaITy
possible to avoid all resonances in the operating range of a
turbomachlne. Ntth multiple blade rows thts situation ts worse.
The blade designer must avoid severe resonances using mostly past
experience and extensive testing of fllght hardware.
At the resonances Identified on the Campbell diagram, forced
vlbratlon amplitudes depend only upon the excitation and damping
levels [3]. Many sources of excitation exist In multiple blade row
turbomachlnes. Inlet dlstortlon, wakes from upstream blade rows,
potentlal interactions with downstream blade rows, surge, rotating
stall, blade tlp rubs and shaft unbalance are all potentla] sources
of blade excitation. Nith approprlate aerodynamic and mechanical
design, the effects of surge, rotatlng stall and blade tlp rubs can
be ellmlnated during normal turbomachlne operation while the
effects of shaft unbalance can be mlnlmized. Some inlet
dlstortlon, wakes, and potentlal Interactions will always exist
during normal operation.
Turbomachlnery blades typlcally have very little structural,
mechanical, and other forms of nonaerodynamlc damping [4]. The
motion of a vlbratlng alrfoi] In a moving alr stream Is accompanled
by an unsteady Ilft and moment that can either damp or amplify the
alrfoll vlbration dependlng upon the aerodynamic condltlons. The
effect of thls motlon dependent unsteady aerodynamlc loadlng on the
blade vlbratlon is reFeFred to as the aerodynamlc damplng [5],[6].
Since aerodynami, _plng can be greater than all other forms of
damping in turbomachlnery blades its quantification is very
important.
The unsteady aer_dynamlc theory associated wlth turbomachlnery
blade vibration has been developed primarily to circumvent
flutter. Reference [7] provides an outline of the development of
unsteady aerodynamic theory and outlines the theory. In llnearlzed
unsteady aerodynamic theory, forced response is obtained from
separate estimates of damping and exciting forces. The exciting or
gust force is the unsteady pressure load due to passage of a gust
past a rigid airfoil. The aerodynamic damping results from the
motion of the alrfoll in response to the unsteady gust force. The
11nearlzed unsteady aerodynamic theories used to predict flutter
may also ho used to predict the aerodynamic damping in the forced
response problem. With the quantification of the unsteady forces
and moments exciting the blade vibrations, the forced response
problem can be solved for 11near theory.
A survey of measurements and measurement techniques in flutter
and forced response research is also presented in [7]. The
important tradeoffs between experiments in cascades and low spced
rotating rigs that yield detailed data for model veFiflcatlon and
experiments In hlgh speed rotatlng rlgs wlth rea1!stlc envlronments
Is noted. Desplte the dlfflculty of obtalnlng detalled data In the
hlgh speed rotatlng rigs It Is necessary to evaluate the unsteady
aerodynamic models In reallstlc hlgh speed envlronments.
4Measurementof the aerodynamic damping In & high speed
turbomachtne appears In the llterature. The aerodynamic damping In
a high speed rotating fan was measured by CrawIey [8]. Af]ow
disturbance was created upstream of the Fan. When the disturbance
was sudden]y remove3 a modal analysis of the fan response yielded
the aerodynamic damping.
In the present investigation the rotor b]ade aerodynamic
damplng is determlned In a three-stage transonic axial Flow
compressor. The damping is determined wlth conventional strain
gages. At 70, 80, 90, and 100 percent design corrected speed the
total damping associated with the flrst bending and First torsion
modes Is determined From rotor blade strain gage broadband power
spectra by a slng]e degree oF freedom (SDOF) transfer function flt
to each mode of interest. By repeating the measurements at three
inlet tota] pressures and assuming that only the aerodynamic
damplng varies wlth Inlet pressure the aerodynamic damping Is
determined.
A simplified aero-mechanlca] blade mode] is presented to
define the aerodynamic damping. The experimental apparatus and
data reduction procedure_ are then presented followed by the
experlmenta] results and discussion. The overa]] aerodynamic
performance characteristics for the three-stage transonic axlaI-Flow
compressor as well as the experimenta] CampbeI] diagrams and
aerodynamic damp)ng for the thlrd stage rotor blades are presented
and dlscussed.
AEROMECHANICALBLADEMODEL
The motlon of a vlbrat!ng alrfo11 can be modeled by
conslderlng the forces actlng on a two-dlmenslonal flat plate or
typlcal sectlon [5],[9],[10]. Figure 2 depicts a two-dlmenslonal
flat plate airfoll of unlt wldth immersed in a unlform flow. The
oncomlng flow approaches the alrfoll wlth the speed U. The
alrfo11 Is constrdlned to two degrees of freedom: bending h,
posltlve downward measured at the elastlc axis; and torslon, _,
posltlve nose up about the elastic axis. For the general case
consldered the elastic axls and the center of gravlty of the
alrfo11 sectlon do not colnclde. The e!astlc axls Is shown
rearward of the center of gravlty In flgure 2.
The forces actlng on the alrfol] are: the unsteady 11ft L;
the excltatlon P; the spring force khh; and the damplng force
Chh. The unsteady 11ft, L, Is the llft due to the osc1|latlng
r_tlon of the alrfo11 In the unlform oncom!ng flow. The
exc1tatlon, P, can be aerodynamlc or mechanlca1. Aerodynamlc
exc1tatlons result from dlsturbances In the flow. For 11nearlzed
unsteady aerodynamlc theory the effect of these dlsturbances In the
flow Is equlvalent to the excltatlon, P, and a unlform flow. The
damplng Force Is expressed In terms of a vlscous damplng
coefficient [3]. The damplng force accounts for the structural and
mechanical contrlbutlons to the total damplng. The structural
damplng Is due to materlal hysteresls. The mechanlcal damplng Is
due to frlctlon between movlng parts. Nelther the structural,
nl,
mechanlcal, or the aerodynamic damping which Is due to the unsteady
11ft L are the result of viscous forces. The viscous damping
Identlfles that the mechanical and structural damplng is assumed to
be proportlonal to the vlbra_on veloclty as is the case for a
viscous damper.
Newton's second law is
. mrcg
°o
where Fcg is the acceleratlon of the center of gravlty. The
d!splacement of the center of g_avlty Is shown in figure 2.
Fcg " (h - a sin _)_2
Dlfferentlatlng twice glves
Fcg = (I_- a = cos =)|2
and
,°
Fcg " (_ + a(_)2sln _ - a _ cos _)I
2
Noting all forces act In the |2 dlrectlon glves
-L + P Chh - khh - m (H - a _ cos _ + a (_)2 sin _)
Notlng for small motlon cos _ ~ I and sin _ ~ 0 we have
mH - ma_ + Chh + khh . -L + P
The moments actlng on the alrfoll section are: the unsteady
aerodynamlc moment M; the excltlng moment Q; the moment due to
the torsional stlffness k_ and the damplng moment c_. The
unsteady aerodynamic moment, M, Is due to the motion of the
alrfo11 in the uniform flow. The excltlng moment, Q, 11ke the
(l)
excltlng force, P, can be aerodynamlc or mechanlcal.
are summed about the elastic axis wlth
Mea - Icg_ + Fa x mFcg
The moments
notlng
Summing moments gives
becmles
°,
F x m_
a cg
for small motion
- -am cos _ (H - a _ cos _ + a _2s}n _)
°,
F x mF .-mali + ma2_
a cg
M + Q - c¢_ - k¢¢ . Icg_ + ma2_ _ maH
lea . Icg + ma2
gives after rearranging
-maK + lea_ + c:& + k:,_ . M + Q (2)
Equatlons (1) and (2) descrlbe the coupled bending torslon
motion of a two-dlmenslonal flat plate airfoil. The inertla terms
couple the torslon and bendlng modes when the center of gravlty and
elastic axis are not colncldent. Any torslona] oscIllatlon wlll be
accompanled by bending osclllatlons and any bendlng mot|on must be
accompanied by torslonal motlon. For strongly coupled modes the
unsteady aerodynamics due to bending can not be Ignored for
The cross product is evaluated with
Fa " -a cos _ |I - a sln _ 12
where the unlt vectors are shown in Figure 2. The cross product
torsional vibration and that due to torsion can not be Ignored for
bending modes.
In order to define aerodynamic damping tt ts useful to
cons!der uncoupled modes. This greatly reduces the number of
unsteady aerodynamic terms without sacrificing physical
slgnlflcance.
The motion of a flat plate alrfoll constralned to bending
vibration is governed by
mB + Ch_ + khh . -L _ P (3)
Introducing the undamped natural Frequency
and dimensionless tlme
equation (3) becomes
U2
m _ h" + ch U h' + _hmh . -L + P
The unsteady llft Force Is given [9] as
(4)
(]o
L - 2_pU 2 ._ @(_ _ Zo)h,,(_o)d_0 + p_U2h ,,
_OD
<5)
Here ¢ Is Hagner's function which is the resu]t of the unsteady
clrculatlon induced by the motion of the airfoil. The second term
In equation (5) Is an apparent mass Force. Together equations (4)
and (3_ define the single degree of Freedom bending motion of a
flat plate airfoil.
In the case of a perlodlc excltatlon, the Integral In equa-
tion (5) may be evaluated. Nlth
P = Poelk_, h = hoelk_
and the reduced frequency
equations (4) and (5) become
U2 _k2
m --b2( )ho + Ch _(Ik)ho + _h2mhU " -2_pU2(IkC(k))ho
- PlIj2(-k2)ho + Po (6)
Here C(k) ts Theodorsen's function [9] whlch may be wrltten as
C(k) = F(k) + IG(k)
Substituting thls Into equatlon (6) gtves
h
0
P
0
_I_pb2 + m + 2_pb2 G(K)_2 + 1_(Ch + 2_pUbF(k))+ muh2
(7)
The terms In equatlon (7) can be Identlfled by comparison wlth
the response of the alrfot1 In the absence of the unsteady
aerodynamic terms which Is
h
o 1
Po -mu 2 + l_c h + m=h
(8)
Comparlng equatlons (7) and (8) the terms In equatlon (7) can be
IdentiFied as
mass = _pb 2 + m + 2_pb 2
G(k)
k
(9)
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damping = ch + 2_pUbF(k) (10)
= n_h2 (11)stiffness
The effect of the unsteady aerodynamic loading on blade motton
will be shown by comparing the magnitude of each term In each of
equations (9), (10), and (11). Each term w111 be evaluated for the
thlrd-stage rotor blade Investigated heretn. Turbomachtnery
aeroelastlc analysis are commonly performed on a typical sectlon
taken near 75 percent span from the rotor hub [7]. The following
parameters taken from the compressor aerodynamic design are at the
streamline 78.5 percent span from the rotor hub and correspond to
standard day conditions.
density, p = 0.1341 ]bm/ft 3
relatlve veloclty, U - 1416 ftlsec
semIchord, b = 0.07653 ft
The foIlowlng aata correspond to tne entire thlrd-stage rotor
blade. The blade natural frequency In the first bending mode at
the design speed is taken from figure 1.
natural Frequency, _h = 9050 Fad/see
blade span, I = 0.1885 ft
blade mass, mb = 0.0543 Ibm
Equation (g) for the mass of the airfoil immersed in the
alrscrP.am may be rewritten as
_pb 2 + m + 21rpb 2 G(k) _pb2("--_--= I + H -,-
where
2G(k))k (12)
11
m
Is called the mass ratto and ts roughly the ratto of the mass of
the alrfo11 to the mass of atr tt displaces. For the third-stage
rotor blades _ ..94 at the destgn condttlon hence the blade mass
Is 94 tlmes the mass of air It dlsplaces at standard day
condttlo -_ For ali operating polnts tested herein the tnlet
pressure Is less than the standard day pressure, the denstty ts
less th_n the standard day density and the mass ratto Is greater
than the destgn value. At part speed the pressure ratto Is also
less than the design value and the mass ratio even greater.
The term In equation (12) due to the unsteady ctrcu!atton,
2G(k)/k, ls tabulated as a function _f the reduced frequency In
table 6.! of [9]. For the first bending mode at design speed the
reduced frequency is k = 0.49 and 2G(k)/k , -0.62 and does not
alter the effective blade mass. For typical turbomachlnery
appllcatlons the mass of the blade ts sufftclently large tn
comparlson to the air that It displaces that the unsteady
aerodynamlc loadlng does not alter the effectlve mass of the blade.
The aerodynamic portlon of the damplng In equatlon (10) Is
ca . 2_pUbF(k) (13)
Evaluatlng thls at the deslgn condltlon for the flrst bendlng mode
of the thlrd stage rotor blade and agaln referrlng to table 6.1 In
[9] glves ca - 54.8 Ibm.rad/sec/ft. The nonaerodynamIc damplng In
equation (10) w111 be evaluated from the experlmental results
12
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presented herein. At the destgn corrected speed the experimental
nonaerodynamtc damping ratlo tn the ftrst bending mode ts
_s = 0.00|34 (see figure 15). The damping coefficient is related
to the damptng ratio as
Ch = 2m_h_ (14)
Since the measured damping ratio and predicted natural frequency
are modal quantities, the mass that appears tn equation (14) ts the
modal mass which Is 1/4 the total beam mass for a uniform
cantilever beam [11]. The nonaerodynamlc damping for the third
stage rotor blade Is ch . 0.329 lbm*rad/sec. Thls value corresponds
to the entire span where as the aerodynamic damping determined from
equatton (13) corresponds to a unit span. Assuming the aerodynamic
damping is constant across the span of the rotor blade the total
aerodynamic damplng for the blade Is ca . 10.3 lbm*rad/sec. It is
seen that the aerodynamic damping, ca . 10.3 lbm, rad/sec, ts much
greater than the nonaerodynamtc damping, ch - 0.329 lbm*rad/sec.
The unsteady aerodynamics of an Isolated flat plate atrfoll In
an incompressible flow does not adequately describe the flow in a
high speed turbomachine. The effects of cascaded blades as well as
compressibility are important factors in determining the unsteady
aerodynamic load!ng. However, _he simple model outlined above does
highlight features typically seen in turbomachlnery applications.
The major portlon of the damping in turbomachinery blades can be
attributed to the unsteady aerodynamic loading whlle the mass and
!13
stiffness of the blades are not significantly affected by the
unsteady aerodynamic loading.
In different applications the blade mass and stiffness could
be affected by the unsteady aerodynamic loading. Hollow or
composite blades, compressors operating with high inlet pressures
due to hlgh speed fllght, and the rear stages of very hlgh pressure
ratio compFessors are each posstble applications.
The interested reader Is referred to [5],[9]0110] for more
detatls of the aeroelasttc results presented above. The unsteady
aerodynamics suitable for turbomachlnery flows are presented in [7].
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
Research Compressor
A three-stage transonlc axlal-flow compressor was
experlmentally studied In the NASA Lewis Research Center Multlstage
Compressor Test Fac111ty. The compressor is the first three stages
of a flve stage core compressor deslgn, deslgnated 74B. The low
aspect ratio compressor Is typical of the front stales of an
advanced aircraft englne core compressor. The design point
aerodynamlc performance goa!s For the flrst three stages are
65.5 Ibm/sec mass Flow and 4.5:1 total pressure ratlo. The
First-stage rotor blade Is designed for a 1.4 Inlet reIatlve Kach
number at the leadlng edge tlp wlth no Inlet swlr1. The flow Is
turned to the axlal dlrectlon out of each stator of the hlgh
reaction design, Blade design loss values were estlmated hlgh to
favor off deslgn performance and stage matching. Thls resulted In
a low deslgn efficiency of 80 percent. The uncambered Inlet guide
vane (IGV) has a flxed leadlng edge and resettable tra111ng edge.
The IGV tra111ng edge and three stator blade rows are equlpped with
remotely controllable varlable geometry. The aerodynamlc deslgn of
compressor 74B parallels that of compressor 74A which Is dlscussed
In [12].
The third-stage rotor blade is sketched In flgure 3. The
compressor blade base s11des Into a slot machlned Into the rotor
wheel. The predicted frequency response for the blade was shown In
P
14
..
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figure I. Aerodynamic and aeroelastlc parameters for the blade are
11sted on page I0.
Compressor Test Faclllty
The NASA Lewis Multlstage Compressor Test Facl1!ty Is
described in detail in [13]. A schematic diagram of the faclllty
Is shown in figure 4. Brlefly, atmospheric air enters the test
facility through a flltered Snlet located on the roof of the
bulldlng and Flows through a flow measuring orifice, and then
through two inlet butterfly throttle valves whlch control the
pressure in the inlet plenum tank. The air then passes through the
test compressor and into the collector to be dumped to either the
atmosphere or to an altltude exhaust system. The altltude exhaust
system a11ows running the compressor at low inlet pressures without
the need for the compressor to overcome the piping losses. Mass
flow is controlled with a sleeve valve downstream of the
compressor. This valve is located approxlmately one compressor
length downstream of the third-stage stator tralllng edge. With
the altltude exhaust system operating the valve remains choked
during compressor operation. The present series of experiments
were conducted with the altitude exhaust system operating. The
compressor is drlven with a 15 000 hp synchronous electric motor
through a 5.21:1 speed increasing gearbox. The n_)tor speed is
varied with variable Frequency power generated in the basement of
the bulldlng.
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Instrumentation
Two Iron-constantan thermocouples are located |n the
compressor Inlet plenum for sensing Inlet total temperature. A11
research thermocouples are connected to one of three HY-CAL model
401 reference blocks located |n the test cell. Each reference
block temperature Is read wlth a platlnum reslstance temperature
sensor. The compressor Inlet total pressure Is assumed equal to
plenum statlc pressure whlch Is measured by four wall static taps
located approximately 90° apart in the plenum tanK. Two manifolds
each connect two statlc taps. The pressure is taken to be the
average of the pressure measured In each manlfoId with a calibrated
15 psld Bell and Howell model 4-451 pressure transducer.
The compressor exit conditlons are measured wlth four rakes
located approximately 90° apart 2.5 in. downstream of the third-
stage stator trailing edge. The rake measurement plane Is shown on
compressor merldlonal view in figure 5. Each rake has Five
total-pressure and five total-temperature elements at 10, 30, 50,
70, and 90 percent of the annulus span. The rake thermocouples are
Chromel-constantan. Static pressures at each rake element are
llnearly interpolated from the inner and outer wall statlc-pressure
measurements In the constant inner and outer diameter reglon of the
annulus. At the deslgn equivalent speed at the maximum efFIclency
stator schedule, performance was measured with two of four rakes In
place.
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Pressures at the compressor exlt are measured with two
Scanlvalve model SBC80 pressure scannlng systems. The high
reference pressures for the pressure scanning systems are provided
by Mansfield Green mode! mk-|O0 dead weight testers. The low
ref,'rence pressures are open to the test cel! atmosphere. During
testing with the ful] lineup of steady state instrumentation
50 ps|d pressure transducers were used wlth 40 pslg reference
pressures. The aerodynamic oata at design equlvalent speed with
the stators reset were obtalned with 25 psld pressure transducers
and 25 pslg reference pressures.
The comp;'essor mass flow is determlned wlth a standard ASME
sharp-edge thln-plate orifice with I-D and 1/2-D taps. The ]g in.
IO orifice plate is centered in a 48 In. OD by 1/4 in. wa]l pipe.
Four static pressure taps approxlmate|y 90° apart are located
I pipe diameter upstream and 1/2 plpe dlameter downstream of the
orifice plate. At each Iocatlon two manifolds connect two taps.
The pressures In each upstream manifold are measured wlth
calibrated I psld Bell and Howell mode] 4-451 pressure transducers.
The pressure dlfference between each upstream manlfoid and a
correspondlng downstream manlfo]d are measured wlth 2 psld Bell and
Howell model 4-451 pre;sure transducers. The orlfIce temperature
is measured with two Iron constar)tan thermocouples Immersed In the
flow 2 plpe diameters downstream of the orlflce. A Computer
Measurements Corporatlon mode] 614A electronic speed counter wlth a
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Electro model 3010 HT-4-957 magnetic pickup located above a 96-tooth
gear on the drlve motor shaft measure the compressor speed (rp_).
Steady state aerodynamic performance data were recorded and
monitored durtng the test with a lab wide data system called
ESCORT. The version used In the present series of experlments is
ESCORT II. The analog data ts digitized In the test cell control
room with a Neff model 620 dlgltlzer and along wtth the dtgttal
scanlvalve output transported o_.r telephone lines to a dedicated
PDP 11-34 minicomputer located In a central computing facility.
The minicomputer provtdes online test monitoring and storage of
selected data potnts for subsequent retrieval. Post process|ng was
performed on an IBM 370/3033 computer.
Four blades of each of the three rotor and stator blade rows
are Instrumented with two Micro-Measurments model WD-DY-O62AP-350
350 Ohm strain gages. The gages wlth approxlmately 0.0625 In.
square actlve elements are located at or near the predlcted
position of max,mum straln In the flrst bendlng and flrst torslon
modes of the alrfoIIs. Rotor blade strain gage slgnals are obtalned
from the rotating environment wlth a rotating data package descrlbed
In [14]. Power Is delivered to the rotatlng data package and data
Is obtalned from It wlth a rotating transformer. A swltchlng
clrcult provldes the output from a slngIe gage at any tlme. The
straln gage slgnais can be accessed In a sequentla] scannlng
pattern or a single gage can be monltored. The stator blade straln
gage slgnals are connected to the control room w!th a Cunnlngham
B
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model OO0 451 001 scanner with one channel accessible at a gtven
time. Stator stratn gage signals can also be scanned sequentially
or monitored Individually.
The output from a Bently Nevada model $109 proximity probe
located to measure the orbtt of the shaft connecting the compressor
and gearbox provides the compressor one per rev frequency for
stgnal analysis. Rotor and stator straln gage stgnals and the
llrev slgnal are recorded on a Sabre Vll FM tape recorder for post
processlng. The data are processed wlth a GenRad model 2502 slgnal
analysls system.
The estlmated errors of the data based upon Inherent
Inaccuracles of the Instrumentatlon and recordlng system are as
follows:
Mass flow, Ibm/sec ........ +0.7
Temperature, °R .......... +l
Inlet total pressure, psl .... +0.2
Outlet total pressure, psl .... +0.6
Outlet static pressure, psi +0.6
Rotatlve speed, rpm ........ +30
Rotor blade straln, percent .... +5
The aerodynamic measurements errors are taken from [12] for a
slmllar test. The straln error Is taken from [14].
Test Procedure
The compressor overall aerodynamic performance Is obtaIi1ed by
operatlng the compressor at constant equivalent speed and
decreaslng the mass flow wlth the downstream throttle. Data are
recorded at successlve throttle posltlons from the maxlmum flow to
stalled flow. Stalled flow Is Identlfled by Increases In stress
II
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levels, exit temperature and decreases In pressure ratio, weight
flow, and efficiency.
The procedure used to establish the IGV-stator setting angles
for maximum overall efficiency at each speed is as follows. The
compressor ts operated from choke to stall at each speed to
determine the maximum efficiency throttle position with the design
setting angles. The compressor Is then operated at the maximum
efficiency throttle position whtle resetting the IGV's and stators.
First the IGV's are reset searching for the maximum efficiency
settlng angle. Next wlth the IGV's In their maximum efficiency
position the flrst stage stator vanes are reset searching for the
maximum eff!clency. Then with the IGV's and stator one In their
maxlmum efficiency positions the second stage stator ls reset
searching for the maximum efficiency position. The procedure ts
them repeated for the thlrd stage stator with the upstream blade
rows at their maximum efficiency positions. Followlng resetting
the third stage stator, the Inlet guide vane Is reset again
searchlng for the maximum efficiency. This completes the
procedure, no attempt is made to reset any of the downstream
stators agaln. The compressor performance ls then obtained wlth
the maximum efficiency reset schedule from choke to stall.
Rotor blade stratn gage data are obtained by recording the
straln gage data at successive throttle posltlons along a constant
equivalent speed line as for the overall aerodynamic performance
data. Strain gage data for Campbell diagrams Is recorded with the
J_
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rotattng data system scanning at 1.6 sec/gage. The data recorded
to tdenttfy the damping Is recorded for 6 mtn wtth the data system
fixed on one gage. This ts repeated for each gage. When obtaining
straln gage data the aerodynamic performance Is also obtained.
Overal! Performance Data Reduction
The compressor overall aerodynamic performance Is presented as
the total pressure ratio and adiabatic efficiency as a function of
equivalent mass flow for different equivalent speeds [15],[16].
Tne equivalent speed Is defined as
N
N " -- (]5)
eq
where e Is the ratio of measured Inlet plenum total temperature to
the standard temperature of 518.7 °R. The equivalent mass flow Is
eq &
6 Is the ratio of ln]et plenum total pressure to thewhere
standard pressure of 14.7 psla. The mass flow Is [17]
(17)
The total pressure ratlo Is determlned from the mass averaged
tota] pressure at the exlt rake measurlng station and the Inlet
plenum pressure. The mass averaged exit tota] pressure Is
>-]Pdm
.
ex,ma _.dm
Each term In equatlon (18) Is evaluated at the exlt rake statlon
and the sums are taken over the flve elements of the four rakes.
(18)
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The increment of flow assigned to each rake element is
d,. _ P M (l + y-12 MZ) -_(Y-])
c_or r dA (19)
Each term in equatton (19) Is obtained _s follows. The element of
area, dA, assigned to each measurement ts 25 percent of the area
between the streamllnes midway between the particular measurement
and the measurement above and below. For measurements adjacent to
the case and the hub an area corresponding to the destgn blockage
at the compresso,- exit of 5.1 percent of the total annulus area ts
subtracted.
The specific heat ratlo at the exlt Is determlned as follows"
An average static to total pressure ratio at the rake statlon Is
determlned as
P a n >-'_= -- p
for the n total pressure measurements. The statlc pressure Is
taken to be that at the outer wall measured c1rcumferent|ally
nearest the apprcprlate rake. Wlth the arlthmetlc average of the
exit total temperatures given by
T. lET
a n
the statlc temperature is
I ll
The speclfIc heat Is determlned from
2
Cp - 0.23747 + 0.21962e-04,_ a _ O.87792e_O7,_a + O.13ggle-Og,_
$
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and the specific heat ratio from
1
y1 R
JCp
The Mach numbers are determined from
M 1
2 Y
y--T-T
112
-'1
where the static pressure at each rake radlal position Is 11nearly
Interpolated from measured values at the inner and outer walls.
The total temperatures used In equation (19) are corrected for
recovery varlatlon wlth Mach number [18] wlth
T T
corr " T_'-- A
The recovery-correctlon factor, a , Is determlned from callbratlon
of each of the rakes In a callbratlon Jet. The value of the
recovery correctlon Is small for the shielded thermocoupies and the
closeness of the calibration data warranted using a slngIe
correction curve. The curve Is given In figure 6.
The adlabatlc efficiency Is
Hex,s - Hln
qad " "Hex _ Hln
where H Is the stagnation enthalpy of the flow.
speclflc heats thls may be written
For constant
(20)
r _ - " _" ..w,_ -_-r, "_"
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y-1
(Pex/Pln) Y _
nad" Tex/Tln - 1
The adlabatlc efficiency Is averaged as follows.
(21)
The numerator Is
mass averaged and defines the mass averaged Isentroplc temperature
rise ratio
(Pex/Pln)Y
m
Tln _dm
- 1]dm
(22)
Thls may be used directly In equation (21). The mass averaged
total temperature ratio Is evaluated as
T
e_ 1 _Tex,cor r dm
Tin = Tin _dm
The mass averages calculated In equations (22) and (23) are
(23)
performed as Is done for equation (18).
Rotor Blade Straln Gage Data Reduction
The rotor blade dynamic stress ts related to the measured
dynamic strain wlth Hooke's law
_ = cE
where o Is the stress, c the measured straln, and E
moduIus for the TI-6AI-4V blades. The measured straln Is
Young's
glven by
where R ts the strain gage resistance and G the gage factor
which Is supplled wlth the strain gages. The voltage output of the
data system Is related to the reslstance change as
V. I A(f) &R
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where
gatn which i_ a function of frequency.
E
o - IRG A(f)
I is the 5 mA constant current and A(f) is the system
The stress is then given by
V (24)
The rotating data system gain is determined prior to testing.
A 350 Ohm resistor Is used to slmulaLe the 350 Ohm strain gage. An
Interstate mode! F74 Oscillator provides the variable voltage
across the reslstor. A ].94 mV excitation was selected to provide
a ] V peak to peak output at the strain gage readout. The input
and output voltage levels were each read wlth B and K model
2427 VTVM's. The rotating data system gain is shown in figure 7.
The attenuation oF the gain above 3000 Hz Is due to a 5000 Hz
fllter used to separate the data from the 20 kHz power supplied to
the rotating data system. An average gain is obtained by averaglng
the gain at the predicted first bendlng frequencies for each of the
three rotors. The predicted flrst bendlng frequencies at the
design speed are 590, 998, and 1440 Hz. The average gain is
178.0. With the average galn the stress is related to the output
voltage by
o - 16 570 V (25)
The average gain results In an under predicted stress of
8 percent at 400 Hz and an over predlcted stress of 7 percent at
2000 Hz. Above 3000 Hz the stress Is agaln under predicted. The
errors Involved In determlnlng the damplng In the third-stage rotor
first bending mode are small and neglected. In the case of the
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third-stage rotor first torslon mode the variable galn results In
only small differences In the measured damplng.
Campbell diagrams are constructed by pIottlng the rotor blade
response frequency agalnst the compressor rpm. The blade response
frequency Is taken from the peaks in the straln gage output power
spectra. The compressor rpm is obtalned from peaks In the power
spectra of the one per rev signal. The data Is fi|tered at 5000 Hz
and dlgltlzed at 12 800 samples/sec to avold allaslng. The power
spectra [19] are determlned from a single squared Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) of 8192 data samples and have a frequency resolution
of 1.56 Hz. During Inltlal testlng a twice per revolution with
high harmonic content was recorded instead of the once per
revolution. In this case he rpm was determlned from the higher
harmonlcs resultlng In a greater resolutlon In determining the
mechanlcaI speed.
AIternatlng stress levels In each mode are determined from the
peak posltlve and negatlve stresses in a 512 sample tlme trace
which is dlgltlzed at 12 800 samples/sec and filtered at 5000 Hz to
avold alIaslng. The aIternatlng stress Is taken as the dlfference
between the two peak stresses. Thls does not necessarlly
correspond to the stress in each mode slnce more than one mode may
be contrlbutlng; however, fOr the resonant stresses measured the
response was prlmarlly In a slngle mode.
The damplng In each mode Is determlned by curve flttlng a SDOF
transfer function to the nonsynchronous portlon of the straln gage
m_°
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power spectra in the vicinity of each mode. The data are f11tered
at 5000 Hz and digitized at 12 800 samples/sec A Hannlng window
with compensation for lost energy is applled to reduce truncation
errors. The raw power spectra is computed from the squared FFT of
8192 data samples. The power spectra is determlned from nomlnally
300 averaged raw power spectra.
Estimates of the statlstlcal properties of power spectrum
estimates are given in [20]. The normallzed bias error associated
with the power spectrum is to a first approximation
Be2Gxx"
(26)
eb 24 Gxx
where Be
to calculate the power spectrum.
noise Input at resonance
is the frequency resolutlon or spacing in the FFT used
.
+b -3t )
where Br Is the I/2 power point bandwidth of the SDOF system.
For small damping ratios, C << I the I/2 power bandwidth is
Br ~ 2 fn C
The greatest bias errors In the measurements of the third stage
rotor blades occurs In the first bending mode at the lowest Inlet
pressures. With ( - 0.005, fn " 1300 and Be . 1.5625; eb . 0.004.
The normalized variance or random error' Is given by
I
e - -- (27)
For a SDOF system with white
_ el_ _7- _
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For nominally 300 averages thls ts er = 0.06. The errors In the
power spectrum estimation do not limit the Identification of the
rotor blade damping,
The data ts digitized and the power spectrum ts computed and
written to disk. The averaged power spectra Is read from dtsk and
a least squares fit ls performed to each n_de to determine the
natural frequency and damping ratto. The least squares procedure
Is developed below.
The frequency response function [3],[19],[20] Is defined as
Y(f)
H(f) I _ (28)
where X(f) and Y(f) are the Fourler transforms of the input and
output respectively. Squaring thls gives
IH<F>I2 Gyy<f)
" Gxx(f) (29)
where Gxx(f) and Gyy(f) are the Input and output power
spectrum, respectively. Assumlng the Input spectrum Is Gausstan or
whlte notse the input power spectrum is constant. Writtng the
frequency response function for a SDOF system wtth equivalent
vlscous damplng glves
__(f)
11k2
G " 2
xx [t _ (f/fn)2} , [2(,(f/fn) }
The natural frequency, damplng ratlo and the constant k21Gxx are
determined from a least square flt to equation (30) for each mode
of interest. It should be noted to slmpllfy the notation the
(30)
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spring constant, k, ls expressed as force per untt stress. The
transfer function then represents the stress per unlt force is a
function of frequency.
The least squares procedure ts developed as follows:
equation (30) as
i1  f,fn 2] 2 °xx
÷ = k2G--_y(f)
expanding the squared terms In brackets gives
_ )2 + I + 4{2(f/fn)2 .(f/fn)4 2(f/f n
Gxx
K2Gyy(f)
muitlplylng through by k2/Gxx g!ves
k2 k2k2 f4 _ (2 - 442 ) f2 I
Gxxfn 4 Gxxfn 2 + Gx'--;" Gyy(f)
Thls can be written as
c 1 + c2x + c3x2 - y
where
k2 k2 k2
cI _ , c2 - -(2 - 4C2) , c3 .
" Gxx Gxxfn 2 Gwwfn 4
x . f2 y . I
' Gyy(f) '
The least squares procedure [21] Is applled to equatton (31) by
mlnlmlzlng the square error assoclated wlth n data polnts wlth
respect to the coefflclents cI, c2, and c3. The error r for
each data polnt Is
Rewr t te
(31)
(31)
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rl - Cl + c2xl + c3w12 - Yl
Minimizing the square error requires
n
which Is
(rI = 0
k - 1,2,3
(32)
(33)
n Br
_ rl B-_k . 0 k. 1,2,3
I.I
Writing out the three resultlng equations glve
ncl + (ExI)c2 + (IiXl2)C3 - ]:Yl " 0
(Exl)c I + (Exl2)c2 + (Ixl3)c 3 - Exly I - 0 (34)
(£xl2)Cl + (IiXl3)C2 + (Exl4)c3 - Exly i -0
Equations (34) are solved for the three coefficients.
The aerodynamic damping Is determined from combined damping
measurements at three inlet total pressures. The aerodynamic
damping force Is due to the unsteady aerodynamic llft and moment
generated by tne motion of the vibrating blades and may be scaled
by the dynamic pressure of the flow. The aerodynamic damping force
due to translation of the blade may be written as
Fda. Fda,std(qlqstd)
where std refers to standard day and
q . I/2 pU2 . 112 ypM 2
Is the dynamic pressuv'e, Excluding small Reynolds number effects,
the Mach numbers In the compressor are a function only of the
equivalent speed, equivalent mass flow, and pressure ratio• Since
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the specific heat ratio is also essentially constant for the range
of conditions seen tn the experiments, the aerodynamic damping
Force scales with the static pressure. The static pressure at any
point In the compressor depends only on the Inlet total pressure
for a given equivalent speed, equivalent mass Flow and pressure
ratio. The aerodynamic damping Force may then be scaled with the
Inlet total pressure For a given equivalent speed, equivalent mass
flow, and pressure ratio.
Pin
Fda " Fda,std LP_tdj
The combined damping Force may be written as
For a SDOF with viscous damping undergoing periodic motion the
damping force may be written as
Fd - l_cxo(el_t )
and the damping ratio
(35)
(36)
can be written as
m
Fd
i_t
luXo(2Unm)e
Dividing equatton (36) by the denominator above gives
C - 4;s + Ca,st d _,Pstd/ (37)
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Assumlng the structura! and mechanlca; damplng ratlo does not
change w|th In]et pressure the structura! and mechanlca! damplng
and the aerodynam!c damplng are determlned from (37).
The assumptlon of constant nonaerodynam!c damp!ng Is supported
as follows. The maJorlty of the nonaerodynam!c damplng !n bendlng
modes !s expected to be frlctlon at the blade root. The frlct|on
at the blade root depends upon the normal load at the contact|ng
surfaces and the amplltude of the blade mot;on. The normal load Is
almost entlrely set by centrlfugal forces on the rotor blades and
should not change wlth !nlet pressure. In ad_;tlon the amplitude
of vlbratlon w1]] not change slgn;flcantly If the aerodynamic
damplng is the majority of the damplng. Thls can be shown as
fol)ows" The b]ade response at resonance Is given by
F/k
Slnce the aerodynamic force Is proportlonal to the inlet total
i pressure and using equation (37) gives(Pln/Pstd)Fstd/k
_ o - 2[_s + _a,std(Pln/Pstd )]
If all the damping Is aerodynamic the vlbratlon ampIltude wIII not
change wlth Inlet pressure. If the vlbratlon amplltude and the
normal load do not change with Inlet pressure, fr!ctlon at the
blade root will not change wlth Inlet pressure. Since structural
damplng Is anticipated to be very small for both modes, any changes
In the structural damping can be Ignored.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Overall Aerodynamlc Performance
The overall aerodynamlc performance of the three-stage
transonic axial compressor wlth the Inlet gulde vanes and stators
at thelr deslgn sett|ng angles |s shown In flgure 8. The compressor
total pressure ratlo and adlabatic efflclency are plotted agalnst
equIvalent mass f]ow for 50, 70, 80, 90, and 100 percent deslgn
equlvalent speed. The overall performance data were acqu|red at a
nomlnal compressor Inlet total pressure of 0.5 atm. The compressor
mass flow exceeds the deslgn flow at the deslgn speed. The excess
In flow rate is comparable to that of a slmllar compressor,
designated 74A, reported In [12].
The compressor's overall performance with the Inlet guide
vanes and stators reset for maxlmum efflclency at each speed Is
presented In figure 9. Again the overall performance data were
acqu|red wlth the compressor |nlet total pressure nom_nally
0.5 atm. Table 1 11sts the vane reset schedule at each speed and
figure 10 defines the vane reset dlrectlon. The flow exceeds Its
deslgn value as It dld prlor to resettlng the vanes. No attempt
was made to obtaln the deslgn flow whlle resetting the vanes. The
efflclency at the deslgn speed Increased nearly 6 points from that
w|th the vanes at thelr design positions. A low design efflclency
had been selected to benefit part speed performance and matchlng.
The _ncrease In effIclency at the deslgn speed Is conslstent wlth
the performance of compressor 74A In reference [12].
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Campbell Diagrams
Campbell diagrams and measured stress levels for the thlrd-
stage rotor blade row are presented In figures 11-13. The first
bending and first torsion modes measured on the same blade are shown
in each diagram. The response In each mode Is identified with the
Gage positioned to measure the maximum response in that mode. The
open symbols are the measured response frequencies of the highest
stress In each mode at each mechanical speed shown. The solld 11nes
are the blade natural frequencies predicted by finite element
analysls. Also shown are the measured stress levels. For
convenience, only stresses in the indicated modes above 500 psi are
shown. The three figures correspond to the three third stage rotor
blades for which the aerodynamic damping Is presented. The straln
gage numbers are noted on the flgures. Data was not obtained and
Is not shown in the first bending mode below 11710 rpm for gage 24
in figure 13.
The data shown In the Campbe!1 dlagrams was acquired wlth the
compressor throttle In Its full open posltlon. The data at the
full open posltlon are shown so the effects of stall at low speeds
does not compllcate the data.
The predicted frequency response describes the trends In the
flrst bendlng mode. The forced response vlbratlons are excited by
unsteady flows at the englne order frequencies. The measured
frequencles do not trace out the mode frequency varlatlon wlth
speed since the excitations do not colnclde wlth the natural
,J
a j.
resonance where the engine order and natural frequencies coincide.
High s_esses are predicted at 11 710 rpm In flgures 11 and 13 and
at 14 160 rpm In flgure 13. At several other operating points the
hlgh stresses are not colncldent wtth the predictions.
Considerable variation In response Is seen for the different
gages. The variation Is attributed to manufacturing variations
resulting In different natural frequencies of the Individual blades.
The greatest stress In the first bending mode occurs at
11 710 rpm at 7/rev as shown In figure 13. The stress level shown
ts 6000 pst. The compressor has 32 second-stage rotor blades and
39 third- rage rotor blades. The difference tn the number of rotor
blades causes an unsteady flow for the second-stag_ stator row due
to the wakes converted downstream from the second-stage rotors and
the upstream potentlal Influence of the thlrd-stage rotor blades.
The thlrd-stage rotor blades movlng through the unsteady wake
pattern from the second stage stator row experience thls 7/rev
excitation.
The data In the flrst torsion mode Is not descrlbed by the
predicted Frequency curve. The response frequency decreases wlth
compressor rpm for each of the three blades shown. Since the
excitation Frequencies are so closely spaced thls Is attributed to
a change In the natural Frequency. Thls decrease may be due to
Increased flexlblllty of the rotor wheels wlth spe,_d or a decrease
In stiffness of the blades due to temperature. The rotor-blade
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flnlte-element analysls wasperformed uslng design speed
temperatures at each speed. There are no slgnlflcant stresses
measured In torsion on the thlrd stage rotor blades.
Combined Damping
The averaged output power spectra for the thlrd-stage rotor
blade Instrumented wlth gage number ]9 at the design equlvalent
speed Is shown In figure 14a. The data was acquired wlth the
stator blades set to the maximum efflclency schedule wlth the Inlet
pressure at 0.5 aim at the throttle position shown In figure 9.
Figure 14a shows both englne order and non-synchronous responses.
The engine order responses are perlodlc and are seen as splkes at
al] multlples of the rotatlonal speed. The non- synchronous
response outlines the first bending, first torslon, and second
bending modes of the rotor blade. Figure 14b hlghI1ghts the flrst
torsion mode in figure 14a. Figure 14b also shows the SDOF transfer
functlon flt to the data. The curve f_t was performed to the data
near the nonsynchronous peak between 3103 and 3165 Hz. The curve
flt follows the data beyond the frequency range to which It was flt.
The SDOF transfer functlon describes the Indlvldual modes and
establishes the undamped natural frequency and damplng ratlo.
Graphlca] results of the curve flts for the thlrd-stage rotor blades
are presented in the Appendix. Data Is presented at the design
equlvalent speed wlth the statoFs reset for maximum efficiency at
the operatlng point shown in figure 9. Data 1s also presented at
70, 80, and 90 percent design equivalent speed wlth the stators at
_°
i
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their design setting angles at the operating points identified In
figure 8. Tables 2 to 5 summarize the damping and natural
frequency results.
Aerodynamic Damping
The aerodynamic damping ratio at the standard day inlet
pressure Is given by equation (37)
Pin '_
_ = _s + _a,std _,P-"_td)
as the slope of the measured damplng ratio varlatlon wlth Inlet
total pressure. Figure 15 Is the varlatlon of the measured damping
ratlo wlth inlet total pressure for the third stage rotor blade
first bending mode at design equlvalent speed. The data was
obtained wlth the variable vanes reset to the maximum efficiency
posltlons. The compressor overall performance at this posltlon Is
Identlfled on figure 9. The measured damping ratios follow the
linear relation. Also shown on figure 15 Is a least squares
approxlmatlon to equatlon (37)
C = 0.00134 + O.O120 Pin/Psi d
The aerodynamic damplng Is the greatest portion of the measured
damplng even at the lowest of the three Inlet pressures.
The varlatton of the measured damping In the flrst torsion
mode for the same operatlng condltlons as flgure 15 Is shown In
flgure 16. Also shown Is the least squares approx1matlon of
equatlon (37)
!
!
C = -0.000326 + 0.00994 Pln/Pst d
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The least squares ftt results tn a small negative nonaerodynamlc
damping. The structural and mechanical damptng tn the ftrst torsion
mode is anticipated to be small [4]. The difference between the
negatlve value determined and the actual nonaerodynamtc damping Is
realistically with the accuracy of the data. For the torsional
mode as well as the bending mode the majority of the measured
damping ts aerodynamic.
The scatter at each Inlet pressure In the measured damplng In
the first torslon mode Is less than the scatter In the measured
damplng In the flrst bending mode at the design speed. In the
flrst bendlng mode the scatter Is of the same order of magnltude as
the nonaerodynamlc damping. Since the scatter Is less In the flrst
torslon mode where the nonaerodynamlc damplng |s less and since the
scatter _s of the same order of magnltude as the nonaerodynam|c
damplng In the first bendlng mode, the scatter In the data Is
attrlbuted prlmarlly to dlfferences In the nonaerodynamlc damping.
The measured damplng In the first bendlng mode of the thlrd
stage rotor at 90 percent deslgn equlvalent speed |s shown In
flgure 17. The data was acqulred with the stators at thelr deslgn
posttlons and the throttle 90 percent open. The overall performance
at thls operatlng po|nt Is shown In Figure 8. There Is much more
scatter In the data at the lowest and highest Inlet pressures than
at the O.S atm Inlet Dressure. The scatter at the 0.5 atm Inlet
pressure Is of the same order as that measured at the deslgn
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speed. Shown on the figure is the least square approximation to
equation (37_
. 0.00144 + 0.0118 Pin/Psi d
which was flt to the data exclud|ng the data point with the highest
damping at the highest Inlet pressure.
The measured damping varlatlon In the first torsion mode is
shown In figure 18 for 90 percent speed. The data follows the
trends shown by the torsion mode at the design speed. The scatter
is greater at the highest Inlet pressure. The ]east squares fit of
equation (37)
= 0.000732 + 0.00684 P|n/Pst d
again excludes the data point with the highest damping at the
highest Inlet pressure. Here the maJortty of the damping is
aerodynamlc as It was at the design speed.
The variation of damptng wtth Inlet total pressure for the
third-stage rotor first bending mode at eighty percent design
equivalent speed is shown In figure 19. It Us not posstble to fit
the SD()F transfer function to the data at the lowest lnlet pressure
from the blade Instrumented with gage 19 due to the closeness of
the excitation to the natural frequency. Since the mechanical
speed is sllghtly different at the other inlet pressures the curve
fits were performed successfully. Again scatter in the data Is
greatest at the extreme operating pressures. The least square
approximation to equation (37)
- -0.00008 + 0.00148 Ptn/Pst d
4O
results In a small negatlve nonaerodynamlc damplng.
Damping varlatlon In the f|rst torslon mode at 80 percent
speed |s shown In flgure 20. At the lowest Inlet pressure |t was
not posslble to deflne the damp|ng measured wlth gage Ig. A least
squares fit Is shown through the data
- -0.000466 ÷ 0.00839 Ptn/Pstd
The structural and mechanical damping Is agatn determ|ned to be
negative.
At 70 percent design equlvalent speed the thlrd stage rotor
blades resonated In the flrst bending mode. The resonant stress
was most severe on the blade wtth gage 23 for each operating
potnt. This ts constant with the data In figures 11 to 13 whtch
was acqulred on a different test date. The natural frequency of
the b]ade wlth gage 19 was c]ose to the 7/rev excitation and the
gage exhibited large stresses but less than those on the blade wtth
gage 23. The blade with gage 17 responded to the 7/rev excitation
on]y at the Increased ln]et pressure where the natural frequency
changed from that at the two lower tnlet pressures. Thts change In
natural frequency Is much greater than any to be expected from the
pressure variation and remains unexp]alned. The measured damping
Is plotted In figure 21. No approximation to equat|on (37) Is
shown,
The damping In the flrst torsion mode for the blades wlth
gages 17 and 19 are plotted In flgure 22. The blade wlth gage 23
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exhtblts two distinct first torsion modes. Shown is the approxima-
tion of equation (37)
C - -0.000122 + 0.00681Pin/Pst d
The damping was measured at all the three |nIet total pressures
at the design equivalent speed prtor to an extens|ve post-sta]]
performance test. Th_ damping was measured at the 0.5 atm ln|et
pressure at 80 and 90 percent speed prior to the lnsta|l test|ng.
The damping at the lowest and highest inlet pressures at 80 and
90 percent speed and the dam01ng at a|I the Inlet pressures at
70 percent speed were measured following much of the install
testing. During the post-stall testing the compressor operating
temperatures and stresses exceeded those durtng unstalled operation.
Stresses and temperatures are monitored throughout testing to insure
the Integrity of the experimental hardware. After the post-stall
performance testl_)g their was no concern that additional damping
measurements would not agree with those previously acquired.
Two obvious differences exlst between the data acquired before
and after the post-stall testing. Figures 23 to 25 show the
natural frequenc|es determined for the three strain gaged third
stage rotor blades. The natural frequencies for each of the three
blades do not show much variation with inlet pressure at the design
speed as is to be expected. The frequencies tn the first bending
mode at BO and 90 percent speed with the 0.5 atm Inlet pressure and
the frequencies determined at the design speed a]l fo]]ow
f2 2
n fo ÷ c(rpm)2 (39)
fo
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whtch ts Southwe11's theorem [22]. Shown In ftgures 23 and 24 ts
the least square approximation of equatton (39) to the data acqutred
prior to the post-stall testing In the first bendtng mode. Shown
tn figure 25 Is the least square ftt of equatton (39) to all the
data acqutred In the first bendtng mode. In each case equatton (39)
describes the variation tn natural frequency with rotational speed.
The data acquired after the post-stall testtng shown tn ftgures 23
and 24 Is not explained by the anticipated frequency variation.
The variations tn the ftrst bend!ng natural frequencles are not
expected from aerodynamic considerations. Stmllar variations In the
ftrst torsion mode frequencies are also seen tn ftgure 23. It ts
suggested the compressor rr, tor wheel, the rotor blades or the stratn
gages were damaged during the post-stall testtng. The compressor
rotor was disassembled after the experiment was competed. No
anomalles were noted durtng the disassembly. The straln gaged rotor
blades were removed from the rotor wheel. No appearance of damage
was noted.
The second difference In the strain gage measurements ts the
appearance of an additional mode on the strain gage output power
spectra. Figure 26a ts the output power spectra for the straln
gage number 17 on the third stage rotor blade at 90 percent design
speed• The data was acquired prior to the lnsta11 testing wtth the
tnlet pressure of 0.5 atm. Figure 26b ts the data acqutred at the
reduced tnlet pressure. The additional mode ts seen between 2 and
3 kHz. Closer Inspection reveals s(_methtng tn the same frequency
o
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range In figure 14a whtch was also recorded 0rtor to the post-stall
testtng. The additional mode Is also seen on the first and second
stage rotor blade data that ts not shown which was recorded after
the post-stall testtng.
The cause of the additional mode seen after post-stall testing
Is also not presently available. It ts speculated that the
additional mode Is due to the rotating data package since slmtlar
behavlor Is seen on a11 the rotor blade rows.
Because the scatter seen In the data acquired after the post-
stall experlment was greater than that prlor to the experiment,
because of the varlatlons !n natural frequency measurements wlth
Inlet pressure where none were expected, and due to the appearance
of the addltlonal mode on the data, the aerodynamlc damplng
determlnatlon at 70, 80, and 90 percent design equlvalent speed Is
questloned.
The aerodynamlc damplng Is successfully determlned for the
thlrd-stage at the deslgn equlvalent speed In the first be,ldlng and
flrst torslon modes. The aerodynamic damplng Is the largest portion
of the damplng at each of the Inlet pressures tested. The aero-
dynamlc damplng Is larger In the bendlng than the torslon mode.
Thls Is also seen at 70, BO, and 90 percent deslgn equlvalent speed
where the data Is less conslstent. Determlnatlon of the structural
and mechanical damplng is also Important by Itself. Any predtctlon
of flutter or Forced response requlres both the structural and
mechanical damplng and the aerodynamlc damping be known.
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Determination of the aerodynamic damping tn a realistic high
speed environment allows assessing unsteady aerodynamic no_lels as
well as guiding the design of future and growth compressors.
Determination of the aerodynamic damping allows assessing forced
response of a known compressor In different applications. High
Hath number applications are of particular Interest. Hlgh tnlet
stagnation pressures associated wtth high flight speed may
encourage additional aeroelastlc problems. So long as Reynolds
number changes do not significantly effect the flows forcing the
vibrations the alternating stress can be assessed wtth equation (38)
knowing the damping varlatton wlth tnlet pressure.
SUMMARY
The aerodynamlc damping is determined from rotor blade strain
gage output power spectra. A SDOF transfer function is flt to the
peak of the power spectra in each mode. The transfer functlon
describes the data and provides the combined damping ratio and
natural frequency. By assumlng the structural and mechanical
damp|ng do not vary with Inlet pressure the aerodynamic damping Is
determined at constant corrected speed. Damping measurements at
three In|et total pressures provide the aerodynamic and the
structural and mechanical damplng.
The aerodynamic damping Is determined for the third stage
rotor blade at the design speed In the first bending and first
torsion modes. The aerodynamic component is the greatest portion
of the combined damping at each of the three In]et pressures tested
in both bending and torsion. The aerodynamic damping ratio in the
first bending mode corresponding to a standard day Inlet pressure
Is 0.0120. The aerodynamic damping ratio In the first torsion mode
correspondlng to the standard day Inlet pressure is 0.00994.
Scatter In the damplng data correlate roughly to the nonaerodynamlc
damplng In each mode.
Trends In the comblned damplng obtalned at 70, 80, and
90 percent design equlvaIent speed agree with the data acquired at
the design speed. However; the data obtained fo]lowlng an
extenslve post-sial] experiment are much less conslstant.
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TABLE ]. - MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY IGV-STATOR
SETTING ANGLES
Percent
deslgn
equlvalent
speed
50
70
80
90
100
IGV
29
21
18
]5
0
Reset angles, degrees
Stator Stator
I 2
10 2
10 0
10 0
6 2
10 6
Stator
3
-8
"-8
0
0
I0
D
m_
50
TABLE
Gage
17
19
23
2. - THIRD-STAGE ROTOR BLADE COMBINED DAMPING RATIO AT
DESIGN EQUIVALENT SPEED
Inlet
Pressure,
P1n/Pstd
0.366
.505
.760
•366
•505
•760
.366
.505
.761
RPM
16104
16104
F|rst bend|ng
fn, Hz
1308
1312
0.00634
.00816
F|rst Torsion
fn, Hz
3147
3146
0.00349
.00457
15918
16098
16116
15912
16098
16116
15912
1302
1318
1322
1323
1384
1389
1404
.0116
.00531
.00759
.00957
.00559
.00648
.0103
3144 ,00738
3133 .00358
3130 .00457
3132 .00686
3295 •00324
3290 .00435
3302 .00765
TABLE
Gage
17
19
23
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3. - THIRD-STAGE ROTOR BLADE COHBINED DANPING RATIO AT
90 PERCENT DESIGN EQUIVALENT SPEED
Inlet
Pressure,
Pln/Pstd
O• 349
• 503
.754
• 349
• 503
.754
.349
.504
.754
RPN
14136
14634
14136
14124
14652
14136
14130
14652
14136
First bending
fn, Hz
1348
1285
1298
1245
1297
1256
1353
1386
!366
0.00733
.00810
.0148
.00481
.00688
.0107
.00451
.00711
.00994
First Torslon
fn, Hz
3365
3149
3239
3143
3136
3142
33_5
3312
3325
0.00336
.00430
.00906
•00316
•00403
.00592
.00269
.00444
.00577
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TABLE4. - THIRD-STAGEROTORBLADECOMBINEDDAMPINGRATIO AT
80 PERCENT DESIGN EQUIVALENT SPEED
Gage
17
19
23
Inlet
Pressure,
Pln/Pstd
0.359
.509
.825
• 349
.509
.825
.349
•509
•825I
RPM
12595
12990
12574
12597
13009
12571
12595
12986
12566
First bending
fn, Hz
1339
1260
1294
1263
1260
1320
1323
1336
0.00627
.00729
.0128
•00730
.0138
.00436
.00717
.0101
First Torsion
fn, Hz
3393 0.00247
3168 .00438
3328 .00735
3147 .00388
3334 .00220
3315 .00353
3339 .00543
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TABLE 5. - THIRD-STAGE ROTOR BLADE COMBINED DAMPING RATIO AT
70 PERCENT DESIGN EQUIVALENT SPEED
Gage
17
19
23
Inlet
Pressure,
P1n/Pstd
0.355
.506
.864
.355
•506
•864
.355
•506
.864
RPM
11022
11028
11046
11022
11022
11040
11016
11028
11034
First bendlng
fn, HZ
1336
1328
1286
1273
1270
Ftrst Torston
fn, HZ
0.00567
.0103
.011g
.00812
.00975
3414
3410
3367
3341
3334
3313
0.00205
.o02go
.00596
.00309
.00296
.00579
6xlo3
1ST
TORSION
1ST
lENDING
DESIGN
SPEED
EXC1TATIONS
PER
REVOLUTION
19
18
17
16
15
lq
15
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
q
3
2
1
0 q 8 12 16x10 3
ROTATIONALSPEED, RPM
Figure 1 - Third-stage rotor blade Campbell diagram.
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Figure 3 - Compressor rotor blade looktng downstream along axls of
rotation. (Not to scale.)
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Figure 5 - Flowpath for ftrst three stages of compressor 74B.
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Figure 7 - Rotating strain gage data package galn.
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design IGV-stator settlng angles.
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Figure 10 - Schematic of blade rows wlth posltlve dlrectlon of vane
reset speclfled.
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Figure II - Experlmental Campbell diagram wlth alternatlng stress
levels For thlrd-stage rotor blade Instrumented with gages 17 and
18. (Only measured stresses above 500 psl shown.)
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Figure 12 - Experlmental Campbell diagram wlth alternatlng stress
levels for thlrd-stage rotor blade Instrumented wlth gages 19 and
20. (Only measured stresses above 500 psi shown.)
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Figure 13 - Experlmental Campbell dlagram wlth alternating stress
levels for third stage rotor blade Instrumented wlth gages 23 and
24. (Only measured stresses above 500 psl shown.)
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Figure 14 - Rotor three strain gage 19 output power spectra at
design equivalent speed wlth TGV-stator settlng angles at maximum
efficiency posltlons and I12 atm Inlet total pressure. (a) Full
data bandwldth. (b) Ist torsion mode and SDOF curve flt.
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Flgure 15 - Rotor three ftrst bending mode combined damping ratio
varlatton wlth Inlet total pressure at deslgn eQulvalent speed
with IGV-stator settlng angles at maximum efflclency posltlons.
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Figure 16 - Rotor three f|rst torsion mode comb|ned damping ratio
var|atlon wlth Inlet total pressure at deslgn equivalent speed
wlth IGV-stator setting angles at maximum efficiency positions.
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Figure 17 - Rotor three first bendlng mode combined damping ratio
varlatlon with Inlet total pressure at 90 percent design
equivalent speed wlth design IGV-stator setting angles.
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Figure 18 - Rotor three first torslon mode combined damping ratio
varlatlon wlth Inlet total pressure at 90 percent design
equ!valent speed wlth deslgn IGV-stator setting angles.
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Figure 19 - Rotor three flrst bending mode combined damplng ratlo
varlatlon wlth |nlet total pressure at 80 percent deslgn
equlvaient speed with design IGV-stator setting angles.
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Figure 20 - Rotor three flrst torslon mode combined damplng ratio
varlatlon with Inlet total pressure at 80 percent deslgn
equivalent speed wlth deslgn IGV-stator setting angles.
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Figure 21 - Rotor three flrst bendlng mode comblned damplng ratlo
varlatlon with Inlet total pressure at 70 percent design
equivalent speed wtth design IGV-stator setting angles.
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Figure 23 - Measured natural frequency varlatlon wlth rotatlonal
speed for thlrd-stage rotor blade instrumented with gage 17.
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APPENDIX
The SDOF curve fits used to determine the combtned damping for
the third-stage rotor blades are collected In the appendix. Each
figure presents the flrst bending or first torsion mode at each of
the three inlet pressures tested at each of 70, 80, 90, and
lO0 percent design equivalent speed. At 70, 80, and 90 percent
design equivalent the varlable IGV-stator setting angles are In
their design position. At the design speed the IGV-stator setting
angles are at the design speed maxtmum efficiency position.
Each flgure shows the SDOF curve fit to determine the natural
frequency apd damping in each mode. Above the upper right-hand
corner of each box is the natural frequency and damping ratio of
the SDOF transfer functlon. Inside the box In the upper left-hand
corner are the range of frequencies used tn the curve fits. If two
frequencies are listed, X1 and X2, the range of frequencies used
are continuous. If four frequencies are displayed, two separate
ranges, X,-X2 and X3-X4, are used. In some instances it Is not
posslble to obtain a satisfactory curve fit. In these cases the
data Is dlsplayed alone.
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Figure A.l - Rotor three first bendlng mode measured wlth gage 17
at deslgn equlvalent speed wlth maximum efficiency IGV-stator
settlng angles. Inlet total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.366,
(b) 0.505, (c) 0.760.
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Figure A.2 - Rotor three flrst bendlng mode measured wlth gage 19
at deslgn equlvalent speed wlth maxlmum efflclency IGV-stator
settlng angles. Inlet total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.366,
(b) 0.505, (c) 0.760.
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Figure A.3 - Rotor three First bendlng mode measured wlth gage 23
at design equivalent speed wlth maxlmum efficiency IGV-stator
setting angles. Inlet total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.366,
(b) 0.505, (c) 0.761.
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Figure A.4 - Rotor three flrst torslon mode measured wlth gage 17
at deslgn equlvalent speed wlth maxlmum efflclency IGV-stator
settlng angles. Inlet total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.366,
(b) ,).505, (c) 0.160.
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Figure A.5 - Rotor three first torslon mode measured w|th gage 19
at des|gn equ|valent speed wlth maximum efficiency IGV-stator
setttng angles. Inlet total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.366,
(b) 0.505, (c) 0.760.
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Figure A.6 - Rotor three flrst torslon mode measured wlth gage 23
at deslgn equlvalent speed wlth maxlmum eFflclency IGV-stator
settlng angles. Inlet total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.366,
(b) 0.505, (c) 0.761.
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Figure A.7 - Rotor three first bending mode measured with gage 17
at 90 percent design equivalent speed _th design IGV-stator
setting angles. Inlet total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.349,
(b) 0.503, (c) 0.754.
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Figure A.8 - Rotor three flrst bendlng mode measured wlth gage 19
at 90 percent design equlvalent speed with deslgn IGV-stator
setting angles Inlet total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.349,
(b) 0.503, (c) 0,754.
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Figure k.g - Rotor three first bending mode measured wlth gage 23
at 90 percent design equlvalent speed wlth design IGV-stator
setting angles. Inlet total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.349,
(b) 0.504, (c) 0.754.
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Flgure k.lO - Rotor three flrst torsion mode measured with gage 17
at 90 percent deslgn equivalent speed wlth design IGV-stator
settlng angles. Inlet total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.349,
(b) 0.503, (c) 0.754.
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Figure A. II - Rotor three first torsion mode measured wlth gage 19
at 90 percent deslgn equivalent speed wlth design IGV-stator
setting angles. Inlet total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.349,
(b) 0.503, (c) 0.754.
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Figure A.12 - Rotor three first torslon mode measured wlth gage 23
at 90 percent deslgn equlvalent speed wlth design IGV-stator
setting angles. Inlet total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.349,
(b) 0.504, (c) 0.754.
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Figure A.13 - Rotor three first bendlng ,mode measured with gage 17
at 80 percent design equlvalent speed wltn design IGV-stator
setting angles. Inlet total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.349,
(b) 0.509, (c) 0.825.
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Figure A.14 Rotor three flrst bendlng mode measured wlth gage Ig
at 80 percent deslgn equivalent speed wlth design IGV-stator
setting angles. Inlet total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.34g,
(b) 0.509, (c) 0.825.
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Flgure A.15 - Rotor three first bending mode measured with gage 23
at 80 percent design equivalent speed with deslgn IGV-stator
setting angles. Inlet total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.349,
(b) 0.509, (c) 0.825.
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Figure A.16 - Rotor three first torsion mode measured wlth gage 17
at 80 percent design equivalent speed wlth design IGV-stator
setting angles. Inlet total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.349,
(b) 0.50g, (¢) 0.825.
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Figure A.17 - Rotor three flrst torslon mode measured wlth gage 19
at 80 percent deslgn equlvalent speed with deslgn IGV-stator
settlng angles. Inlet total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.349,
(b) 0.509, (c) 0.825.
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Figure A.18 - Rotor three first torsion mode measured with gage 23
at 80 percent design equivalent speed with design IGV-stator
settlng angles. Inlet total pressure/standard pres'ure (a) 0.349,
(b) 0.509, (c) 0.825.
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Figure A.19 - Rotor three first bending mode measured with gage 17
at 70 percent desl equlvalent speed with design IGV-stator
setting angles. Inl, total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.355,
(b) 0.506, (c) 0.864.
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Figure A.20 - Rotor three flrst bendlng mode measured with gage 19
at 70 percent design equivalent speed with design IGV-stator
settlng angles. Inlet total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.3S5,
(b) 0.506, (c) 0.864.
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Figure A.21 - Rotor three ftrst bending mode measured with gage 23
at 70 percent design equivalent speed with design lGV-stator
setting angles. Inlet total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.355,
(b) 0.506, (c) 0.864.
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Figure A.22 - Rotor three first torsion mode measured with gage 17
at 70 percent design equivalent speed wlth design IGV-stator
setting angles. Inlet total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.355,
(b) 0.506, (c) 0.864.
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Figure A.23 - Rotor three flrst torslon mode measured wlth gage Ig
at 70 percent design equivalent speed wlth deslgn IGV-stator
settlng angles. Inlet total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.355,
(b) 0.506, (c) 0.864.
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Figure A.24 - Rotor three flrst torslon mode measured wlth gage 23
at 70 percent deslgn equlvalent speed w_th design IGV-stator
settlng angles. Inlet total pressure/standard pressure (a) 0.355,
(b) 0.506, (c) 0.864.
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